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ABSTRACT 
 

Due to very fast growing computer network, Internet emerges as important tool to obtain the desired 

information simultaneously security threats is also growing day by day. So, in the current scenario 

Intrusion detection system (IDSs) is one of the implemented solutions against harmful attacks. 

Furthermore, intruders always try to keep changing their tools and techniques. However, implementing 

an accepted IDSs system is also a challenging task. In this paper, we conduct a thorough study of papers 

using various machine learning algorithms and different type of machine learning classifiers used with 

the KDD dataset is being evaluated. The focus was on false negative and false positive performance 

metrics in order to enhance the detection rate of the intrusion detection system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

With the rapid development of computer networks, network security issues have become increasingly 

prominent, resulting in huge economic losses. At present, the most widely used network security systems are 

firewalls, intrusion detection systems (IDSs) and intrusion prevention systems (IPSs). Among them, the IDS is 

a proactive security protection technology. It collects information from computer network system and 

analyses it to find out whether there are any violations of security policies and signs of being attacked in the 

network system. As an effective complement to the firewall, IDSs is usually installed behind the firewall to 

detect intrusions and illegal activities of attack users. IPS is a kind of network security system which is 

different from a firewall and IDS. It can implement active defense and real-time blocking to intrusion 

activities and attacks, which greatly improves the security of the network system. 
 

With the rapid development of network technology, it is very difficult to automatically extract 

intrusive and normal behavior by manual analysis alone. Therefore, there is a trend to apply intelligent 

data analysis technology to IDS. In recent years, with the development of machine learning and deep 

learning, they are also gradually used in IDSs [1], including various IDSs based on feature selection [2], 

IDSs based on machine learning [5], IDSs based on deep learning [8] and IDSs based on hybrid model 

[11,12] There are many types of attacks which are generally observed are: 
 

DOS Denial of service (DoS) is one of the most frequent cases representing attacks on network 

resources and making network services unavailable for their users. Some of its types are back, land, 

Neptune, pod, smurf etc. 
 

Remote to user (R2L) is one type of computer network attacks, in which an intruder sends set of packets 
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to another computer or server over a network where he/she does not have permission to access as a 
local user. User to root attacks. Some common attacks are imap, multihop , spy, ftp_ write etc. 
 

(U2R) is a second type of attack where the intruder tries to access the network resources as a normal 

user,and after several attempts, the intruder becomes as a full access user [2].Some of its examples are 

buffer_flow, loadmodule, perl etc. 
 

Probing is a third type of attack in which the intruder scans network devices to determine weakness 

in topology design or some opened ports and then use them in the future for illegal access to personal 

information. There are many examples that represent probing over a network, such as nmap, portsweep, 

ipsweep etc. 
 

Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are in position to raise alarm if any such activity occurs in internal 

networks. Productive IDSs are typically formed by the help of machine learning and data mining strategies 

because they can incredibly differentiate intrusions. These procedures include accomplishing phase in which 

model is trained using datasets. Datasets contains labeled samples of both attack and normal class. After 

training these models with mathematical algorithms, trained model is tested on separate samples of data to 

check accuracy of prediction. The main challenge is that attackers are always keeping novelty in their 

techniques and using different tools to identify various vulnerabilities. Therefore, it is very difficult to identify 

the various types of attacks and so network security become an essential part to monitor traffic of a specific 

device (host IDSs) or to monitor all the network traffic (Network IDSs) 
 

This paper is divided into 4 sections it begins with the introduction, then we explained the 

architecture of IDS in section 2 ,Learning Procedure in IDS are explained .After that we discuss data 

reduction methods in section IV , comparison study in various Machine Learning techniques in section V 

and finally result and conclusion in section VI. 

 

2. ARCHITECTURE OF INTRUSION DETECTION  
An Intrusion Detection System (IDSs) is a system that monitors network traffic for suspicious 

activity and issues alerts when such activity is discovered. It is a software application that scans a 

network or a system for harmful activity or policy breaching. Any malicious venture or violation is 

normally reported either to an administrator or collected centrally using a security information and 

event management (SIEM) system. A SIEM system integrates outputs from multiple sources and uses 

alarm filtering techniques to differentiate malicious activity from false alarms. Intrusion identification 

systems (IDSs) are commonly divided into two types: Signature and Anomaly intrusion detection 

systems .Signature-based intrusion identification rely on comparison with signatures of recognized 

attacks which are stored in a database ,but it cannot detect unknown attacks. However, Anomaly-based 

IDSs use statistical approach to detect activities that deviates from usual limit of resource use and typical 

conduct parameters. False positives and false negatives rate remain high in case of anomaly-based 

identification. 
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Figure 1: Architecture of Intrusion Detection system 
 

Figure1.IllustratesworkingoftheseIntrusionDetection Systems .Machine learning techniques utilize 

mathematical algorithms to train the datasets. An IDSs may even predict zero-day attacks if enough 

training data is available and well enough algorithms are implemented. Cyber security managers can 

make use of these techniques to ensure security measures. 

 

3. Learning Procedures in Intrusion Detection System 
 

In Supervised learning, we first train the machine by giving data labeled with correct solutions, while 

in unsupervised learning no initial training is done, so there are no connections in data and their 

corresponding solutions. In Semi-supervised learning only a little amount of data is labeled. 

 

A. Supervised learning 
 

Supervised learning is a procedure, where we provide both input and corresponding desired output 

to a learning model which forms the basis of future data prediction [3]. A well labeled training dataset 

containing attacks and normal samples is required to build such models. Although supervised learning 

gives classifiers more information, hypothetically it should produce better results than unsupervised 

learning. 
 
ÈThere is no guarantee of accurate labeling in dataset.  
ÈNoise and redundancy in dataset produce high false positives and negatives alarm rate. 

 

B. Semi-supervised learning 
 

Semi-supervised learning methods lie somewhat in-between supervised and unsupervised methods. 

This method benefits real-time anomaly detection implementations as labeled samples of normal class 

needs to be matched. Currently, this strategy isn’t utilized as labels for almost all possible anomalies are 

already available in training time [4]. 

 

C. Unsupervised learning 
 

In this method, Statistical models are used to classify data samples into normal or anomalous with no 
metadata. Hence labeled data is not needed in light of following suppositions[5].  
ÈMajority of information available is non-attack data and attack data signifies a very little measure of it. 

 
ÈStatistically, Attack and Non-attack data isn’t exactly equivalent to each other. 

 

4. DATA REDUCTION METHODS USED IN IDS 
 

Majority of Machine learning and data mining approaches couldn’t work well with intrusion detection 
because of gigantic complexity and size of datasets. These techniques take huge computational time to 
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classify attacks which makes implementation more difficult in real time environments. This is because of 

huge number of features are contained in network data which is to be processed by Intrusion Detection 

System[6]. For better classification, quantity and quality of features matter and it helps us understand 

their importance and their correlation [7]. If features selected are very less, then classification quality 

will reduce and if they are more than required, it will make loss of generalization. Experimental results 

show that accuracy and computational cost is improved when we use feature extraction techniques in 

Intrusion Detection Systems[8]. Thus, dimensionality and feature reduction strategies are being used as 

a pre-processing step to improve accuracy and to reduce time for attack detection. 

 

A. Feature Selection  
Feature selection techniques are used to discover subset offinest features which could improve 

 
overall outcome of the procedure and generate few errors. Another goal is to decrease computation time 

and storage utilization. In IDSs, feature selection techniques are utilized to improve accuracy of attack 

detection. Some of the dominant feature selection methods are Principal component analysis (PCA), 

Information gain (IG),and genetic algorithm (GA) [9]. Filter and Wrapper are two kind of features 

selection strategies in which we incorporate different FS methods. In Wrapper technique, a classifier is 

utilized as a blackbox for evaluating optimal features. Such methods achieve great speculation, yet 

sometimes endure high dimensionality due to the computational expense of preparing the classifier. 

Filter methods don’t utilize any classifier for feature evaluation and are relatively powerful against over 

fitting, yet it utilizes autonomous estimation techniques, for example, distance measures, consistency 

measures, and correlation measure. 

 

B. Feature Extraction 
 

In a dataset, rows represent samples and columns represents features, where features are a result of 

quantitative and subjective findings. Feature extraction is used to reduce the dimensionality of data set 

by reducing set of features in a way that accuracy of attack detection is not altered and time used in 

discovery is reduced. Numerous feature extraction methods are available in the field. For example, a) 

self-organizing maps, principal component analysis etc. 

 

C. Clustering 
 

In clustering data samples are grouped into sets of data where data samples in each set is similar in 
one way or the other. 

 

5. PERFORMANCE METRIX  
Confusion matrices are used to represent the data associated to predicted and actual classification done by 

classifiers. Following terms are used while representing a confusion matrix. 
 
ÈTrue-Positive (TP): Correctly classify an anomalous sample as attack.  
ÈTrue-Negative (TN): Correctly classify a non-attack sample as ordinary instance.  
ÈFalse-Positive (FP): Incorrectly classify an ordinary sample as anomalous instance.  
ÈFalse-Negative (FN): Incorrectly classify an attack sample as ordinary instance.   
Reduction of False negatives and false positives is a major research problem as these have very negative 

effects on overall security of networks. Reduction of False negatives and false positives is a major research 

problem as these have very negative effects on overall security of networks. 
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Table 1. Confusion Matrix  

Predicted    

Attack Normal   

Actual Attack TP FN 

Normal FP TN  
 

Using above mentioned terms and matrix from table 1, we evaluate Accuracy, Attack Detection Rate, 
and False Alarm Rate.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Diagonal elements in matrix signifies correct predictions while remaining elements indicates wrong 

estimation [10].Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve is a measure to find cost sensitivity of a 

classifier [1],[11]. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
 

In present scenario, intrusion detection remains critical for network security and machine learning 

based applications which have given a major boost in finding novel attacks. Application of Multiple 

classifiers i.e. hybrid systems and ensemble learning methods in recent years have given a major boost in 

increasing the accuracy of attack detection techniques. But the rate of false positives and false negatives 

still needs to be addressed. We urge scientists/researchers to contemplate the likelihood of applying 

more methods which has a superior precision rate. 
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